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Star Mania Slot Machine
If you've ever fancied getting paid for spending an evening
gazing at the stars – well now  you can thanks to "Star Mania" a fun online slot game
from NextGen Gaming. This stargazer’s paradise allows you to  gaze upon a wide variety
of different constellations, and you can win prizes for spotting all of them. There's
even  Wild Star Bonuses, a Free Games Feature, and a Gamble Feature to add even more
levels of unprecedented excitement.
You can  even be a star maniac via your favourite
mobile device, whilst there's a wide variety of bets that allow slot  players of all
play-styles to find a spin-stake to suit their budget.
The Universe
Just gaze out into
this starlit universe to  see some of the most exciting stars ever. There are bejewelled
yellow and red ones, purple ones, green ones and  blue ones, and each spin and twirl in
their own special way when they form part of a winning combination.  Your wins are even
highlighted by a shooting star that bounces of each winning symbol to show you the
pattern  of the winning pay-line, of which there are 10. Pay-lies also pay left-to-right
and tight-to-left.
Star Prizes
It just depends on the  time and the place in regard to
what order the stars appear in, but the prize remain constant regardless. The  plain
purple, blue and green stars all pay up to 50 coins, whilst the bejewelled blue and
green stars both  pay up to 75 coins. The bejewelled purple stars pay up to 100 coins,
and you'll be able to thank  your lucky stars when you spot the red and yellow
bejewelled ones as these pay a top paytable prize of  500 coins.
Bonuses can also appear
as quickly as shooting stars and the Wild Symbol will rip through base symbols quicker
 than a meteorite to substitute their way into pay-lines to making winning combinations.
Meanwhile, the Bonus Symbol serves two functions.  It can multiply your Total- Bet when
appearing anywhere on the reels, with 2 symbols awards 20x tour total-bet, 4  symbols
100x,and 5 symbols 200x your total bet. 3 bonus symbols on reels 2, 3 and 4 will also
trigger  the Free Games Feature of 10 Free Games, which can also be retriggered at any
time during the original bonus.
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You  can also gamble your wins on the Gamble Feature
with a view to doubling or quadrupling them. Simply guess whether  a playing card will
be red or black to double your win, or guess whether the card will be a  club, spade,
heart or diamond to quadruple your prize.
Universal Stakes
With bets ranging from 0.01
coins to 20 coins, it’s fair  to say that this slot’s staking system will have universal
appeal among a variety of slot players of all levels  – all of whom will get the chance
to play all 10 pay-lines on every spin.
A True Star
With a truly  unique and interesting
space theme, and loads of prizes and bonuses – we’re sure you’ll agree this slot is a
 true star!  
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